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A PAD file is also referred to Portable Application Description that is a single file containing all the
details about an application package. That is to say the software authors can answer the questions
the program listing sites request in advance rather than needing to think about the solutions each
time. A PAD File allows you to definitely record all of the particulars about each of your programs in
one single place. This is really fantastic for software package listing websites and wonderful for you
because with it, there is no need for you to retype the data into the majority of those websites.

The Advantages of PAD

On the one hand, PAD enables you to offer your shareware description and specifications to
download sites, directories in one file. In addition, it also permits you to use a standard data format
that the sites extract all the vital information regarding your application from. PAD file can saves
time both software authors and the website owners. Here you can try to find a PAD generator to
help you, which enables you to definitely fill in the information about the company as well as your
software.

On the other hand, the PAD file enables you to consist of all of the relevant details about your
products at one place that will absolutely help you save considerable time. Also just what I have
written before, you are able to discover PAD generator or submission software that allows you
submit your PAD files. This helps website owners to build content for his or her online libraries. At
the same time, it can also be used as a search engines for searching programs.

Ways to Submit PAD File

Frankly speaking, there are two ways for you to submit your PAD. One is manually and the other is
automatically. Or you may choose manual submission. Then you will have to submit your product to
one site at a time, and the submission always fails because you have no idea on the submission
rules of a certain download site. As we all know time equals money, while submission by hand
obviously cost you a lot of valuable time.

Then how about automatically submitting software? It can help you submit PAD file everywhere
automatically. Moreover it helps shareware authors to easily submit PAD files to all major download
sites, directories, and other targeted resources as fast as possible. It is faster, more efficient and
more convenient. Then try!
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